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Founders?

Our personal irritation… 



WHAT IS PRODUCT 
VISUALIZATION



WHAT IS PRODUCT 
VISUALIZATION

Any way the product is presented where the 
product is the hero. 
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This can be:

Packshots
360° spins
Flats
Stills on models
Video packshots
Hero images
Settings
Catwalk video’s
Lookbook pictures
Ghost images
On hanger

4 van 5
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Or any of the above with a bit of imagination 
.. Or animation to make it more interesting
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4 van 5



MEET THE TEAM & 
TECHNOLOGY



The studios





The technology 
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Combination of photo, video, lighting and editing software.

Creation of templates, guaranteeing consistency.

GS1 certified.

Automatic naming.

Simultaneous publishing in different formats for print and web.

Speed – quality - efficiency & service combined 
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studio360 is a proud partner of



With our team of – non automated ;-) humans with 
communication, photography and graphic backgrounds –
we aim for speed, efficiency and service every day.

The team 



Obtaining qualitative assets is key in any 
commercial on and offline environment.

WHY?



How your product 
visualization
strategy can be
Going for Green



1. The basics
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Fact is:

Good product visualization has a proven impact on 
lowering returns with up to 23%.

hello! 

Source: Chain Store Age

hello! 
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hello! 
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Create credibility towards both product and brand 
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vs

Create credibility towards both product and brand 
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Realistic product presentation creates 
transparency
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Realistic product presentation creates 
transparency
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hello! Fact is:

Good product visualization has a proven impact on 
lowering returns with up to 23%.

Going for Green.



2. The intermediates
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In 1990’s

- Share of wallet
- Share of time spent in the store

In 2022

- Share of wallet
- Share of time spent in your 

online store

Some things never change... 
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In 1990’s

- Share of wallet
- Share of time spent in the store

In 2022

- Share of wallet
- Share of time spent in your 

online store
- Nearly all products are sellable 

online

Some things never change... 

- Online sales went to generic 
products which didn’t need 
to be touched or felt.
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We all know the 
human brain 
processes images 
much* faster than it 
does to words.
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*up to 60,000 times 
faster

We all know the 
human brain 
processes images 
much* faster than it 
does to words.



Source: https://www.mdgadvertising.com/marketing-insights/



Some things never change... 

In a pair of studies from 1989, 
strangers who looked into each 
other's eyes for 2 
minutes experienced mutual feelings 
of love ❤
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The longer a customer is compelled to stay on your product page, the higher the 
conversion.

study conducted by PR Newswire

Some things never change... 
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Source: h9ps://www.ecommerce-na:on.com/power-using-product-videos-ecommerce



Give visitors relevant 
reasons to stick around.



3. The experts



“The role of retailers is becoming one of 
entertainers and infotainers where their e-
comm channel is their medium.

Sharing the story, in text and visually, on how 
a collection is created, or where it origins and 
who was involved in the manufacturing will 
add to the positive experience around a 
product. It will invite visitors to linger, even in 
the fast-paced world of e-commerce.”

Source: Extract from the Good Brand Guru How e-commerce managers can bring more 
transparency and help consumers make more sustainable choices.



Today:
product information is created primarily to bring traffic to the product 
page, with general promotion texts to boost conversion.



Today:
product information is created primarily to bring traffic to the product 
page, with general promotion texts to boost conversion.

Going for Green:
- infotain what products are made of, where they were manufactured, 

and by whom. 
- include information about design & selected materials and partners



Think of your 
IMAGES AS 

VALUABLE
DATA ASSETS
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Where do you want to use the product shots besides on your own webshop –
what do you want to do with your product / packshots?

Think of your images as valuable DATA ASSETS

Samples – fabrics – warehousing – towards retailers –
marketplaces (B2B and B2C) – Presskits – Social Media. 

One basic picture can go a long way! 

Warehousing
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Think of your images as valuable DATA ASSETS

Webshops / Marketplaces
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Think of 
your images 
as valuable 
DATA 
ASSETS

Press kits
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Think of your images as valuable DATA ASSETS

Social media

>





hello! Going for Green: 
1 image => multiple use



Going for Green with product 
visualisaSon and:
1. Reduce returns
2. Infotain
3. Op6mize data asset usage (& budgets)
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Nathalie Dumortier.
nathalie@studio-360.be
+32 489 300 849

Yolande Rutazibwa.
yolande@studio-360.be
+32 477 206 062

What can we shoot for you?


